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VI. SUPPORTING RESEARCH AND DEVEL0~ 

SUMMARY 

The supporting or applied research and development effort within the 

Coal Program, as dist.~guished from the basic or multid/rectional research, 

has the objective of providin 6 essential research support required to ensure 

the technological success of the ccal conversion options as currentl) r 

identified. The basic research contributions, on the other hand, address 

the more x%Audamental problems which are expected to lead to an understanding 

of the underlylr~ principles of the phenomena encountered. New concepts for 

new processes, improvements for present processes, and imp_roved materials are 

expected to result from applied research effort, s as well as the basic. Corre- 

lation of these efforts should be emphasized to maximize such benefits. 

The supporting or applied research effort for cos_ cu~version is 

characterized by the recommended FY 1975 fu~d~ base for the following five 

subdivisions (the basic research program is discussed unde; Molecular 

Sciences a~d Materials Sciences categories in the Division of Physical 2,esearch 

chapters). 

Chemical ~eve!olmnent 

Emgineering science su _~port 

Materials 

Systems evaluation 

Geoscience 

Total 

~ 7 5  
   naons) 

9 .4  

5 . 0  

13.5 

0.8 

0.2 

28.9 

The fundimg level of $28.9 correspomds to the cumulative FY 75 

estimate support currently distributed among the Federal agencie~ which 

would likely be transferred into ERDA. It amounts to about a six percent 

incremental addition to the coal technology program and is recommended only 

as a base on which an expanded and sustaine~ supporting research and dzvelop- 
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merit program should be built. This level should, therefore~ be 

considered tc be a minimum recommended level in vie~ of the deficiency 

Innerlted as a result of underfunding this activity in the past.- The 

distribution within the five subcategories shown above represents our 

present judgment of relative needs within the Supporting Research and 

Development category. Rowever, the level of effort ruquired to 

adequately scope a detailed supporting research program far exceeds the 

available manpower for this contingency task force, ~n that regard, this 

chapter is deficient. 

Xt is recommended that the Director of the Coal Programs Division 

establish an on-going supporting research program at the national 

laboratories and energy research centers. It is also recommended that 

a review of research needs be made io guide the formation of the 

supporting research program and to develop the resources of national 

laboratories and energy centers. 

INTRODUCTION 

The large and rapidly developing fossil fuels industry - including 

mining, coal liquefaction, coal gasifications newer combustion methods, 

shale oil mining, and conversion - must have ~ solid supporting R/D base 

(as well as the basic research effort described in DPK's chapter) for 

several urgent reasons: (I) Percentagewise, small process improvements, 

such as increased yields or diminished corrosion rates due to materials 

Improvements, would as a consequence of the industry size have significant 

economic impact; (2) The supporting research and development effort 

provides the information needed for development of new and improved 

processes. Because of the long lead times involved in large industrial 

projects, it is essential to initiate a strong RGD effort as early as 
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possible in order to maximize its effect on the rapidly growing industry; 

(3) The s e p a r a t e  conversion processes  often have unrecognLzed c~on 

problems which can be related through the suppcr~ program and answered 
, 

with a common solution. This on-going effort cannot only find solutions 

for known problems, but also anticipate new problem areas before they 

occur. This foreknowledge can be used to guide the projects and avoid 

program delays; (4) Recently there have developed constraints on industrial 

expansionwhich have heretofore played a less prominent role, and hence 

intrude into .areas where there exists an insufficient fund of information. 

These areas include employee health and safety, environmental effects of 

industrial activity, and potential raw materials scarcities. 

OBJECTIVES 

(1) Provide the Coal Program wiuh broad research support capable 

of addre~slng in an a p p r o p r i a t e  time frame problems important 

to the ~evelopment of coal conversion processes and me~hods of 

c oa l  u t i l i z a t i o n .  

(2) P rov ide  a source  of new concep t s  l e a d i n g  toward improved p r o c e s s e s ,  

h~gher e f f i c i e n c i e s ,  and s u p e r i o r  m a t e r i a l s .  

(3) Make a v a i l a b l e  to  the deve lop ing  c o a l  i n d u s t r y  an adequa t e  supply  

of well-trained personnel well-versed in modern ~cien~ific and 

engineering techniques. 

I t  i s  a Judgment of  the p lannlng  group t h a t  t hese  o b j e c t i v e s  m~y 

reasonably be carried out with a budget level of approximately 9 to 15% 

of the total program. 
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• 

The applied research and development work covered in this section 

is directed toward providing the essential support for the coal program. 

In this sense, the work may be thought of zs "applied" since the problems 

to be dealt with bear upon those which may be expected to arise in activi- 

ties relating to coal processing au~ coal utilization. However, the s~s 

and techniques involved coul~ be indistinguishable from those called for 

in less mission-oziented research. 

The !~roble=s dealt with in this Supporting Research and Development 

section differ from those treated within the specific topical areas of 

Y/nimg, Improved Combustion Systems, Synthetic Fuels, Enviro=mental Controls 

Technology in the zespect that the work has a somewhat broader supportive 

scope, and is generally restricted to smaller scale laboratory or bench- 

scale efforts. Thus, larger scale tasks, clearly applicable to one of the 

n~ed subject categories within the coal program, will be carried out within 

the purview of that branch. 

A detailed applied R/D program cannot be formulated with the limited 

manpower available for this portion of the contingency study. Only broad 

areas of need can be listed. Remedial action for =his deficiency is 

reco~nded at the end of the chapter. 
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PRESENT PROGRAMS _~: THE AREA OF SUPPOErING RESEARCH 
~ND DEVELOPMENT FOB COAL 

Fund~ug in this area is presently (i.e., pre-EEDA) provided for in 

the Office of ~ Research, Bureau of Mimes, AEC, EP~ and National Science 

Foumdatiom budgets. Im some cases the budget levels shown are approximatioms 

obtained from prelimimary information or from incomplete descriptive material. 

Direct eoerdimatiom with the agencies is required to reduce the uncertaimties 

in these estimates. 

Particularly speculative at this time is the approp_riaZe portion of 

the EPA E~vironme~tal Controls Technology Program which should logical] ! 

be transferred ia:o the Supportimg R/D area. The elements of this program 

are liste~ im Table 6.1 showiug am estimated total for FY 1975 of $'/9.3 r. 106. 

Some presently monestimable fraction of this effort ma~ be characterized 

as Sup portimg R/D. However, it is believed to be rath~ -=mall (less thau 

5~) and so ~ be meglected at this time. 

The estimate-/ total available fumds for FY 1975 in the area of 

Supporting Resea~-ch and Development for Coal is shown in Table 6.2 to be 

$28.9 x 106 exclusive of EPA fumds. This table lists for each of the six 

budget categories fram which Support~_mg R/D mor.ies are dr~ the estimated 

division of fumes betweau supportimg sad basic research, and the relation- 

ships to the total Coal Program within each cateEory. 
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Table 6.1. Elements of the EPA Environmental 
Controls Development Technology Pro~zam Related 

to Coal a 

!975 

- "5.7 M'~ 

Eastern Underground 
Eastern Surface 
Western 

Direct Combustion 

NO x Control 
Fluidized Bed 

5~nthetic Fuels 

High Btu Gasification 
Coal Liquefaction 
Low Btu Gasification 

Common Technology-Environmental Control 

Flue Gas Desulfurization 
Fuel Cle~g 
Particulate Control 
Conversion Process Control 
Waste Dis~osal/By-Produmt Utilization 
Thermal Pollution Control 
Noise 
Intermedia Effects 

Total 

: 1S. I 

,6._~9 

.~5 .__~6 
3o.9 
9.7 

w 

79.3 

aEPA proposed ~rogr~m for FY 1975. 
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Table 6.2. Coal Research and Develolmment Budget Estimates 
FY 1975 Congressional Budget 

(Millions of Dollars) 

Coal-Related Research 
Total 

Total Coal Program Appl/ed Basic a Total 

~c-Dm b 80.7 i 7 o i=1 1.7 
Materials Sciences ~ O. 5 5 O. 5 0.--~ 
Molecular Sciences hO. 1 i. 2 0 i. 2 c i. ~ 

AEC-DAT b ~h.. ~, 4- 5 L 0 0 L 0 

DOI-USBM c 105.6 9.9 5.7 15.6 

DOI-OCR c 283. h 15.3 3- 8 19.1 

z ~ s F - ~  x~. 9 2.7 l .  l ~. s e 

NSF-RES d 363.7 8.7 O 8.7 8. ~, 

Materials Research ~5.4 Z. 4 O 2.4 Z. 4 

Totsl 28.9 21.0 a 49.9 

~511tidirectional in character --may apply to progr~ns other than coal. 

bAEC Congressional Budget, January 1974. 

~OI. '~ergy Research Program of the USDOI," February 1974. 

~SF FY 1975 Budget to the Congress, January 1975. 

e$2.7M of 3-8 i s  energy sad. on. 
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Regardimg Table 6.2 we note that all DPR funds are essentially 

basic or multidireetional in character. Applied problems are frequently 

addressed from a basic or fundamental _~oint of view using the existing 

base of expertise developed within these basic research programs. Materials 

science funds for coal-related corrosion research are estimated to be $0.5M. 

The DAT funds support both develo_mmenta! aud supportive research 

efforts. It is estimated that a!~proximately $1.0M of the $4.5M tozal is 

supporting ~search. Little basic research effort is judged to be 

supported with these funds. 

The ,NSF-RANN coal research progrsm totals .J:$. 8M. The split between 

supporting and basic research is difficult to judge; the basic _~ortion 

could be 307. or more. Interaction with NSF-R~, however, is required to 

establish this split. 

The N~'F-Res. coal research for materials is not possible to estimate 

with reasonable accuracy without more information. The =o*.a! NSF-Materials 

effort which is identified as energy-related is $Ii.8M ($45.4 total). Only 

a fraction of this could be reasonably construed to be coal relazed - perhaps 

as much as 2~/~. The chemistry effort identified as energy-related is $23.4M 

($37.1M total). An estimated $6.3M is coal-related and all characterized as 

basic research. 

The DOI-US~4 coal effort in High-Btu~ gas is virtually all applied or 

developmautr~.l research -- except for a fraction of the work under Hydrogen 

Generation. The Support Research under Coal Liquefaction ($7.1M) and the 

Advanced Hydrocarbons E~search ($3.214) appear to be about 507. basic with 

the rest applied. 
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C e n t r a l  S t a t i o n  C o n v e r s i o n  on Advanced C y c l e s  and D i r e c t  Com- 

b u s t i o n  i s  $3.3M and i s  Judged t o  be 107o a p p l i e d  r e s e a r c h  o r  $0.3M. 

The Central STation Conversion on Coal Combustion is funded at 

$2.GM and i s  Judged  t o  be  107. o r  $0.2M. 

The D01-OCR Advanced Research Supporting Technology is given as $19.1M~ 

Of this, approximately 20~ is construed to be basic in character, viz 

$3.8M. Greater accuracy here requires direct communication with OCR. 

~E~am~ P ~ M -  sum<mrn~ ~acH 
am m ~ ~ T  FOR COAt 

The Subpanel V report rec~ended t h e  foll~ing subdivisions of 

work in this area: 

- E~aipment develol~nent 

- Materials 

- DaZa compilation, handbooks, analyses 

- Catalysts and chemical kinetics for conversion processes 

- l~ocess develol~ent 

- Hydrogen production for use in coal conversion processes 

~he last ~ree items could logically be grouped as !'Chemical 

Develol~nent." Hence, we now recc~mend the modified topical subdivisions 

listed in Table 6.4 which represents the recc~nended budget for the 

Applied Research and Deve!ol~ent Progr~n. 

The N a t i o n ' s  E n e r s y  _,--~ture, S u b p a n e l  V Repor= Coal  and S h a l e  P r o c e s s i n ~  
and C~mbustion~ Oct. 27, 1973. 
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1 
TaBle 6.3 Estimates of the Office of CSal Research Progr.am 

FY 75 
(Millions) 

Suppor~in~ Science & Technology ............................... $19,1 

Advanced Coal Conversion Process ............................. 12.5 
Casifica nion 
CaTalytic Henhena~ion 
Liquefaction 
~J~proved Bz Production 
Conversion of Gas Eo Liquid Fuels 

Advanced Utiiiza~ion Processes ............................. 2, • o* 

Ex~'action, Refining, Conveyances 
Clean Combustion 
Sulfur Removal Processes 

New & Improved ~!ec~ric Power Genera=ion ....................... 1.0 
Improved Fuel Cells 
Comb ined Cy= les 

Ad ed S ppor~i E Ease h • 3 vanc u n arc ..........°...,,......,.~o,..,., .. • 
Ha teria Is 
Waste D£sposal Processes 
Physlcal-Chemica I Measurements 

:luformatlon from Jere Nichols 
Alex Mills, AD 
Harold Pedal - Chemis~z-~- (petroleum ind.), OSW 
Henry Frankel - .Materials, ~SA 
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Table 6.4. Support~ Research and Develolmnent for Coal - 
Recomnende~ Budget 

FY 1975 
(~o=s) 

Supportin~ Research and Deve!o!~ent 

Chemical Development 
Advanced conversion processes, catalyst development 
analysis and hydrogen production, structure and 
properties of coal, combustion processes, sul_Tulr 
removal, hydrocarbo~ research 

Engineering Sciences 
Process development, extraction: refining and 
eonveysnces, separation ~rocesses, combined 
cy~v_les, waste disposal processes, size reduction 

Materi--is Research 
Failure analysis, corrosion, erosion, ecmpa~ibili%-$ 
testing, bonding 

Systems Evalua.~.ion 
Process anal~sis, data availability and compilation 

~eosciences 
R~ck mechanics, ~%scture analysis 

Total 

9.4  

5.0 

0.8 

0.2 
J 

28.9 
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The scope o£ the tasks  f a l l i n g  w l t h i n  ' ~uppo r t t ng  Research and 

Development" f o r  the  Coal Program are i nd i ca ted  i n  Table 6.4.  F ive  

genera l  s u b d i v i s i o n s  are noted:  Chemical Develop=ant ,  Eng ineer ing.  

Science Suppor t ,  M a t e r i a l s ,  Systems E-~aluatfon, and Geoscience. 

Suggested fund ing  d i s t r i b u t i o n  between these areas are i nd i ca ted  

r e f l e c t i n g  present  views o f  the r e l a t i v e  needs. A lso  i nd i ca ted  are 

f u r t h e r  cask s u b d i v i s i o n s  i n  four  o£ the £ ive  de f ined general  a r e a s  

as an illustration of the type o£ work to be undertaken within each 

ca tegory .  

As indicated earlier, a detailed program layout can not be done 

with the resources available for this planning exercise. Lacking 

speclficity~ it is impossible to idennlfy lists of problems which e.~Ist 

in the present coal program and lists of research programs to attach 

these problems. Since the problem - atta,'-k relationship can not be 

clearly illustrated~ it is difficult to show a strong case for the 

justification of a supporting research program in this planning document. 

Yet there is ~ dire need for sustained" applied research in support 

of coal conversion technology. We attempt to show than this need exists 

by several means. Firsu 9 theze are appended two lists of supporting 

research projects which address current problems in coal conversion. 

These project lists originated in the national laboratories and are 

meant to be examples. They show a problem area and a plan of attack, 

and they present six million dollars of research in the first year. 

As a second proof that supporting res.=arch Is need~-d we can cite 

the success of t.He AEC weapons programs and the .%~SA Apollo project. 
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These were backed w i t h  v igorous susta ined suppor t ing research programs. 

Finally, the growth of supporting research in the Office of Coal 

R e s e e r c h  shows a r e c o g n i t i o n  t h a t  such work  i s  needed  t o  i ~ p l e ~ e n t  c o a l  

p r o c e s s  d e v e l o p m e n t .  As r e c o ~ e n d e d  in  t h i s  c h a p t e r ,  the  a p p l i e d  c o a l  

research effort must grow faster. 

MANACEMENTCOMME~fS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The work performed in the area ~e~ned '~upporting Research and 

Development" within the Coal Program inpinges on the direct programmatic 

work withi~ each of the other co-equal activities of the Coal Program 

on the'one hand, and with the more general basic research endeavors 

which span all programs - Fossil, Nuclear, Environmental Science - :n 

t h e  o t h e r .  T h e r e  i s  bound t o  be some o v e r l a p  in  each  d i r e c t i o n ,  and we 

v i e w  some o v e r l a p  as  d e s i r a b l e .  

I~ i s  recc~m~ended t h a t  t h e  D i r e c t o r  o f  the  Coal" Programs  D i v i s i o n  

should establish and maintain an on-goiag supporting :oal research progra= 

at the n a t i o n a l  laboratories and energy field centers. As a first s t e p ,  

the Director should ask the field cen~ers and laboratories to prepare an 

incremental package of supporting research proposals which could be 

initiated this fiscal year. This should be followed by z major team 

effort to review expected problem areas and to define th£ associated needed 

applied research. The results of the review should be reflected in the 

FY 76 ~rogram and budget. The resources of the national laboratories an, I 

e n e r g y  f i e l d  c e n t e r s  s h o u l d  be  s u r v e y e d  and ,  b a s e d  on t h e  d e f i n e d  a p p l i e d  

r e s e a r c h  ~ r o g r a m ,  g u i d a n c e  s h o u l d  be o f f e r e d  t o  c o r r e c t  any  d e f i c i e n c i e s .  

L i k e w i s e ,  t h e  r e s o u r c e s  o f  r e s e a r c h  and d e v e l o p m e n t  l a b o r a t o r i e s  i n  t h e  

private sector should be surveyed for use in the supportlng coal ~search 

p r o g r a m .  



The following lists of supporting research 

projects, appendices 6A and 6A, are meant only to be 

examples, as s~ated in the text. They do, however, exemplify 

the nature of sus~a~ued supportln~ research that EEDA must 

have. 



APPENDIX 6A 
PROPERTIES AND REACTIONS OF COAL - I 

CITA LY~ I S 

Catalysis plays a key role in most of the processes fox. 
conv0rslon oE coal to clean Pmls, whether solld, liquld 
o.- gaseous. Even wher~ a catalyst is not deliberately 
added, mlncral matter in the coal may have a profound 
e.rYoct on the co~:~e and kinetics of reaction. }~uch 
e npirlcal work has been and is being done on i,.provemenl; 
of catalysts for coal processing; studies of 
catalysts and o f  the muchuniun~ of ca ta l y t i c  reactions 
r~ay facilitate the sc/ectlon el ~ catalysts and optlmlza- 
clan of PaaCt~-cn condltlons. 

r,b $,.-rzvs; 76 77 78 79 E0 

I d . , n t l f l c a t i o n  of '  " I n i t i a l "  V o l a t i l e  prod_uct.s..of 
~tolytlc Coal ]~oac~ions. U~e of the eztrelne 
~en~itivlty ard sel~Lty of analytical systems 
based on tlme-of-flight mass spectrometry to 
identify the "Inltlal" products of coal hydrogonatlon, 
and to evaluate the performance of a catalyst by 
dctectlng the onset of specific reactions. Eluclda- 
tLon of react!on mechm~i~ms by isotopic labeling. 
Correlation of coal reactions wltb those o f  model 
ccmpounJs. Investigation oF the role of me~al 
c~rbonyls in coal conversion reactions. A ~  0 .1 0  0 .15  0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 

Catal~/sls of Coal R~.actions ~ Mineral Components. 
~|entlflcatlon of m{ne~s" respon-slbie fop ~'ash d -  
catalysls, partlcula~ly in soZvent ~ofinlng of 
coal, and study o f  r,~dtanlsut of action. ANL 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 

6A=I 



PROPERTIES AND REACTIONS OF COAL CContd.) 

Lab $,M-F~'75 
m m m m , m ,  

76 77 78 79 80 

Strucr,Jre e~d Extent of Simple Org.nnlc Molecules 
~t|*in the C'c'dl Lattice. Use of tlme-of'-'flish~t 
mass spectPom, etz'] and Eas chromatogPaphy to study 
The stPucture and extent cf occurrence of relatively 
simple organic molecules within the coal lattlco and 
ccnditlons under whld,' they can be released, Com- 
parison of products released by heating wi¢h Chose 
obtained by low temperature solvent e~traction, AN r. 0 • I0 0 • 10 O. 10 0 • I0 0 . 10 0 • I0 

Ph~ical emd Chem|.cal Propert~.es of Coal. 
C'c.rre--~tior, of physical and chemical properties of 
coal with hyd?ogenation and ~asi~ieaTion reactlvi~les. 
P,~perties to be investizated include chemical com- 
pc sitlon, partlele slze dlst?~bu%Ion, porosity, 
s%'rfoce av~.~, surface features, X-ray structure t 
electron spin resonance, and Thermal transltlops. BNL 0.I0 ;; 0.i0 O. 10 0.10 0.10 0.10 

o 

3. REACTIONS OF COAL 

Desulfurizatlonof Coal by Gas-solid Reaeticn_ss. .. 
Studies of'selective o~idatlon and'reduction of 
sulfur in solid coal by o,xygen and hydrogen gases, 
~espeetlvely. Ames 0.07 0.10 O , A O  0.10 0.10 0.10 

6A-3 



PROPERTIES NtD BEACTION~ OF COAL (Contd.) 

Lab $1M-FY?5 76 
m 

77 
m J  

78 
J 

79 8O 

Hzchanlsms of Dissolution of Coal. Studles of the 
~-~cl'~'~'is'-~-of solvent cxtroctl-r~--of coal us J ng 
isotopicallT-labeled solvents and gases together 
~'ith gas chromatography and m~ss spectromutry. 

Study of Fast, lttn, h-teur, peraturo Reactions of  Coal 
ivJth Jiydroy.r~n. k | n e t i c  studies in small-scale 
s-to'~c and flow systems, using rapid heating 
techniques and detdctlon of  stable and f ree-  
rLdicaZ products. Correlation of re.suits with 
phy.JicaZ and chemical characteristics of the coal 

sa::,plo. 

ANL 0 • 10 0.10 

BNL O. 06 O. 10 

0 • 10 

0 , 1 0  

O. 10 

0.10 

O. 10 

0.10 

O. 10 

0.10 

11~×imlzatlon of CO Production in Coal CombustCon. 
~Inetlc ~tudies of the reaction between carbon and 
oxygen diluted with C02, to test the feasibility 
o| simultaneous production of powur and methanol 
in a combined cycle process. 

Reactiolt of  C~al t, l th  Hetal Oxides. Invest igat ion 
~f the ~ormation of metal carbides at rsadily 
atto{-,~ble tcmpe,,atures. Studies of th: conve~slon 
o[ such carbides to ca.~eous and liquio fuels. 

T.ler~r.ochemJstry of_Coal R, actlons. Thermodynamic 
c~lculat lons of  coal conversion processes are 
c0nornl ly based on data fop carbon in the form of  
beta-graphi te,  tsars re l i ab le  ~esulCs would be 
obtained i f  measurements were ava£1able  fox" va r i ous  
types o f  coa l .  

BN5 O. 07 O. 10 

9NL 0 . 0 8  0 . 1 0  

Olin L 0 • 10 O. 10 

0 .10  

0 . 1 0  

0.30 

0,10 

0.10 
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MECHANICAL PROCESSES 

Solid P¢;rticle Erosion of Vessel W.~lls. Severe 
erosJon-co:,rosion conditions e.~Jst in gasifler 
reactor and he.at reeov,n-y systems, involvin~ both 
ductile and brittle mat¢~,lals. On a ductile surface, 
the kinetic energy of %h'.' particle is dissipated i, 
p]a3~.ic work, wh|ch cat's,:n ~dcnt,'.tion or shearing of 
the surface. On a briztio nur~ace~ the kinetic 
energy is (lis:;ipated in crack propagation, which 
causes spalling of the surface. In these systems, 
t.~u ~resence of corrosive goses complicates the 
e,~)slon problem. The inves~igatlon will, the1=fome, 
involve the ~tudy of the mechanism of solid partlele 
erosion at high temperature rand pressure, where 
corrosion pL./s an important role. 

0.2 0.2 
Bu ,Mines O. Z 0, Z 

Univ. O. I 0. l 

0.25 
0 .1  
0.1 

0.2S 
0.i 
0.I 

0.25 
0.1 
O.l 

0.25 
0 .1  
0.1 

r(.edin 8 and. Removal . of Solids at Hip. h Pressure, 
The feeding and re.naval of coal at high pressure 
m:n cause severe erosion and abrasion problems. 
Lock hoppers have been used, however, there is an 
energy loss dssoclated with them. Large pistons 
tl at displace coal into the pressure vesslos have 
been tested. Also, Coal has been pumped as a slurry 
with ell or water into the vessels. Thls, however, 
c~ create a separation problem for the recycling 
of the slurry flui¢. In all of these systems erosion 
and abrasion of components occur. Research is needed 
into understm, ding the mechanical interactions so 
that present de'rices may be improved and new devices 
may be develop :d. This" program will be coupled 
closely with ~he metallurgical p~op, rams on erosion 
and wear. 

ANn 0.05 0.05 
Bu Mines 0.15 0.15 
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PROPERTIES AND REACTIONS OF COAL (Contd.)  

To_9  L._% S,s-r vs, 7f 77 78 79 BO 

Ftmdamontal Study o4 AbmsJve Wear. Abrasive weal, 
i~ a p:.oblem thPouRhout the coal/slag/char/a.~h system 
It, any coal process, from crushing and s|zlng of 
coal to the handling of ash and waste prod~cts. 
At, vasJve wear Is the removal of material from the 
sur face by modh~nlcal  a c t i o n ,  ~lnd may howe normal  
an well as tan£entlal components. The mechanism 
o f  abrasivo wear relatln~; to  such phenomena as 
gouginK ab~aslon and high stmss grinding requires 
ft-ndumontaL stud), .  1"no c.nse o f  low s t r e s s  
scratching abrasion will be covered under solid 
p;mdcle erosion studies. 

,~L 0.05  
b'n£v. 0,05 

0.05 0 . 1  0 . 1  O,1 0 .1  
0 .05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 

Coal Size-~duction Processes ,md PavtJ.cle Character. 
A lunddlnental undemst,mdJn K of coal crushing and 
gPindlng is not available today. Large fractions 
o|" tu~dersized particles ac~ still produced in the 
gl'irld~Ilg step. These |)articles do not react 
eJflc[cntly in many cool conversion processes, 
either due to their sEze or to their surface 
character. This study will investigate e x { s t i n g  
~'d nets reduction techniques and the size and 
character of the resultant particles. Tnls study 
wall also rely heavily on data collected cn the 
physical p r o p e r t i e s  o f  coal. 

LBL 
PHI, 0.05 0 .05 
B~b 0.1 0.1 
Unlv;  0.05 0.05 

Bu Mines 0 .1  0 .1  

0 .05  0 .05 0 .05  0 .05 
0 .15  0.15 0 .15 0 .1  
0 .05  0 . 0 5  . . . .  
0 . 15  0 .15 0 .2  0.15 
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PROPERTIES AND REACTIONS OF COAL (Contd.) 

Lab $,M-n,?s_ 76 77 78 79 80 

H~|, 'remp_~,~ture NDT Analysis of Vessel Walls. 

thick-walled stainless s reel vessel~, o~ welds 
containing sla~ will re.quh, e new test approaches 
fb,-nondestructive testing of component perforaance 
duping pl,-mt operation. Acoustic emission, ultra.- 
sonic analysis, ond other new methods will be 
eI~ployed to d,-'monst'.~ate thei~ validity at the high 
ol:ePatinE 'temperat,.,re. '/'he testing method and 
ir~stru:neat descr'.'ptlon will be incorporated into 
tlm ASHE Boilet~ and Pressure Vessel Code to allow 
certlfled t, ellabillty. ANL 0.1  0 .1  0.15 0.15 0 .1  0 .1  

Fluid Dynamics in .3-p hase Packed-bed STstems. 
the Cohvors'£-on of coal to ~zqvlds at hzgh tempet.atuPe 
and pressure occurs in packed beds of catalyst 
trader hydrogen, L i t t l e  information, other thm~ 
e,.pe.'-ical is available on the fluid dynamics of 
the 3-phase system, Information is needed on mass 
transfer Pates bet~:;een coal, liquid, and catalyst, 
pressure drop per unit of reactor length, and 
effects of scaleup in re,icier diameter on these 
properties, Fundamental knowledge is needed on 
fluid and solld-phase properties, Information is 
also needed on proper liquid and gas ratios for 
adequate turbulence to avoid caking and coating of 
catalyst pelle~s. This "program will investlgate 
the basic fluid dynalaics of the system of a fixed 
bed and slurrY-L~s mlxture to obtain t'he needed 
, c o r r e l a t i o n s .  

ANL O.1 0 . i  
I nd .  0.05 0.05 
L~niv. 0.05 0.05 

0 .1  0 .1  0 .1  0.1 
0 .05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
0 .05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
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PROPL'RT]:,ES AND REACTIONS OF COAL, (Con'Cd,) 

7 6  77 78  7g 80 

• SURFACE REACTIONS 

rtndament,~l~ of Contact Be~een Solids and fluids. 
.Coal conver.~on processes employ fluldized, 
entrained, and fixed-bed reaction vessels opet-atlng 
at high temperatures and pressures, flat#ever, the 
ftundamental physical and chemical reactions at 
p~.rti-le interfaces in co~l systems are not clearly 
ur..dor~;ood. The3o include thet.modynamic activity, 
poresity, suefac ~ - area mid rneep.y, and fluid and 
solid mass-transfer talcs. A basic investigatlon 
will be undertaken to evaluate these mech~qlsms a s  a 
ft~nctlon of fluid and solid composition, tempera- 
tuz~., preusur-, ar, d time. rr.a investigation will 
also be coupled closely with the study on eatatytle 
a(:tivity. 

ANT, 0 .2  0 .2  
PNI, O. 1 0 . 1  

0 .2  0 .2  0 .2  0 .2  
0 . 1  0 . 1  0 .1  O.Z 

r , l i l u re  HerJ=anism.q in Vc.~els. Ceramic l i n e r s ,  
metal' vesnels,  ~ld' st:rucL-ue~ componunts of coal 
conve~ion equipwnont are subject  to thoz~nol shock 

• a~d fa t lque during operat ion.  The m~(glanlsm of  
ductile and he!tile fracture under -~uch stress 
s'-ate can be totally different than under steady- 
s~ate conditions. The pt,esel~ce of a corPoslve 
e,lviz,onment may lower the £ailuee threshold or 
d~ange the fnilure .mechanism. This study wilt 
focus on thez,mal and environmental effects on 
the threshold values for brittle or ductile fracture. 

ANt O, 05 O, 05 
BNL 0.15 0..1.5 
Ix:.; 0 ,05 O,OS 

0 ,05  0 ,05  0 ,05 
O.J.5 .0.3.5 0.15 
0,05 ' 0 , 0 5  O,OS 

O.OS 
0,15 
0 .05 
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PROPERTIES AND REACTIONS OF COAL (Contd.) 
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CER~ZlCS 

Bondinq of Ceramfcs to Metal Subs%rates. Ceramic 
ilninEs 'in co'.~l convez~sion systems offer si~nif[- 
c.mt advantages of thermal insulation coupled with 
high chemical stability ~nd wear or erosion resls- 
t.mce at elevated ¢emperatures. A promising me%hod 
that allows the tailorlng of ceramic coaZlngs in 
t..~rms of  their composition, IniCzos%ruatu~e and 

denslry is the plasma spray process. The purpose 
of this investigation is to 8aln an understandlng 
of t.,e rel-~tionship between %'he plasma deposition 
parameters (cera, nio/substrate composltlon, rate 
rand distance of deposition, temperature of substrate, 
~tc.) on the ~-esultant mlcrostructure, bond strength 
and thermal shock resistance of %he coatings. 
Attention will be focused on ceramlc/mctal combina- 
tions suitable for deal conversion atmospheres. 
Duplex s¢ructures conslstinR of low density ceramic 
insulators covered by wear resistance high density 
ceramic coatings will a.~o he investigated. 

ANT. 0.15 0.15 
Univ. 0.05 0.05 

Bu Hines 0.05 0.05 

0.15 
0.05 
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0 . i 0  
0.05 
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IY-PRO!)UCT RECOVERY 

R,.moval 0nd F;ecovery oE Sulfur at }li~h Temperature. 
~{ today-is coal ~asification processes, sulful-, as 
H;:S, is recovered by commercial low-temperatu,'e 
m,:thods (Alkazid, Benf[eld, rectisol, selexol, 
s,,Ifinol, etc.). Efficiency is ,.educed since the 
£as streom ot~isinally a~ as high as IO00°C tem- 
p,:rature must be quenched to i00-150°C. Existb~z 
methods fox-h[6h temperat'ure desulfurization have 
s~rlous limitatiuns. These existln~ processes must 
b(: improved and n,:w methods must be conceived an(] 
d.ve)ope4. Pz,on}JsJng techniques will be evaluated 
a~: oDerat!n~, zasifie?s. 

g..:.nex,al Reccw, ry_ from Co~l Waste Px,odhets. 
,~:,alyses of  a~i~ from eastern an'~ we,~torn coal  show 
t h a t  they  con ta in  o:<ides o f  tile fo l lowing  e l emen t s :  
s i l i c o n  (30-60%), uluminum (20-30%), Jr,on (5-20%), 
calcium (2-12%), sulfur (i-12%), and tt-nces of 
ol:hel,s. Presently, ash is used as source material 
fop cemnnt a.,,l a~,,,:FeRate manufactuI'e. Howevez', 
when large quantltJcs of coal ape utilized, con- 
sidet,atlon must be ~,iven to recove-~y of theh, 
minerals. Of these, aluminum oxlde 1,ecevory 
al)pea~ to be att,-anLivo for aluminum manufacture. 
~he ob~eecive of this study would be to evaluate 
these possibilities in consultation wJ.th coal 
processors so tha% ,,ecover7 can be optimized. 

Ames 0.2 0.2 
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APPENDIX 6B 

PROPERTIES A~D P~ACTIONS OF COAL" iI 

0RNL 

1. C~4POSITION OF COAL ............. $.300,000 

i.I Constitution and Structure of Coal Microconstituents .. $180,000 

1.2 Identification of Trace Metal Complex~s in Coal ........ 120,000 

2. CHEMISTRY OF CO. ~T- C0.k~!ERS.'ON ........ $720,000 

2.1 

2.2 

3,10 
2.3 

2.4 

2.5 

2.6 

Heteroatom Removal From Coal by Catalytic 
Hydrogeno!ysis ........................................ $120,000 

Hydrccracking, Hydrogen Addition, a~.d Condensation 
Reactions in Coal Liquefaction ......................... 120,000 

Thermodynamic Data for High Temperature Coal 
Processing ............................................. 120,000 

The Thermodynamics of Coal-Related Hydrocarbon in 
Solutions at High Temperature .......................... 120,000 

Modeling of Rearrangements of Coal Precursors and 
Coal Liquefaction Products ............................. 120,050 

Fundamental Hydrogenation and Rearrangement Reactions 
Related to Coal Chemistry by the use of Nuclear 
Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy ........................ 120,000 

3. ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY ............ $250,000 

3.1 Chemical Characterization of Materials Used and 
Prcduced by Coal Hydrogenation Technology ............. $ 90,000 

3.2 Development of Multi-Component Analytical 
Techniques for Coal-Related Materials .................. 90,000 

"3.3 Development of Specialized Analytical Instrumentation 
fo~ Coal Hydrogenation Research ........................ 70,000 

4. SEPARATIONS SCIENCE ............. $655r000 

4.1 Activated Carbon Studies .............................. $120,000 

4.2 Multiphase Flow in Porous Bodies ....................... 75,030 

4.3 En%ineering Sciences ................................... 90,000 

4.4 Biological Processing of Coal .......................... 120,000 

4.5 Filtration Research .................................... I00,000 

4.6 Ef£1uents from Coal Liquefaction ....................... .150,000 



PROPERTIES AND P~ACTIO::~ OF COAL (Cont.) 

5. CATALYSIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

5.1 

$&OO, OO 0 

Th~ Selection and Improvement of Catalysis .Related 
to Coal Conversion Process Development ................ $ 60,000 

5.1 Solid State Aspects of Heterogeneous Catalysis 
Related to Coal Research ............................... 120,000 

5.3 Mechanisms of Interaction Between Coal and M~iten 
Salt Hydrocracking Catalysts ......... .................. 180,000 

5.4 Molten Salts in Coal Utilization ....................... 120,000 

5.5 Catalytic and Surface studies .......................... 120,000 

6. MATERIALS RESEARCH FOR COAL CON~;E~ION PROCESSES $ ~  

6.1 Solid Particle Erosion of Metals and Ceramics ......... $120,009 

6.2 Behavior of Metals and Ceramics in Coal Trea~nent 
Systems ................................................ 120,000 

6.3 ~ydro~en Embrittlement ................................. 120,00~ 

6.4 Failure Uechamisms in Reaction Vessels ................. 120,000 

6.5 Mass Transport in Ceramics ............................. 120,000 

6.6 Deforw.ation ~nd Fracture of Ceramics ................... 120,000 
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PROPERTIES AND PJ'-%CTIONS OF COAL 

i. COMPOSITION OF COAL 

i.I Constitution and Structure of Coal Microconstituents ~ MY - 3 $180,000 

This project is a stDdy of the constitution and structure of coal 
mioroconstituents (macerals and minerals) by such nondestructive physi- 
cal methods as x-ray diffraction and fluorescence; electron microscopy, 
diffraction, and spectroscopy (ESCA); and optical absorgtion, reSlec- 
tion, and fluorescence spectroscopy (UV, VIS, and IR). =-Taphasis will be 
placed on techniques and problem areas in ~ich O~4L has special exper- 
tise. An existing coal petrography laboratory, and a set;ice facility 
for the separation and physical fractionation of coal microconstituents 
will be integral parts of th~ program. Constituents of coal of various 
botanic origins and with various metamorphic histories will be studied 
and compared. Topics of initial study will include low- and high-angle 
x-ray diffraction studies of intermolecular and macromolecular spatial 
ordering, x-ray fluorescence and ESCA studies of the distribution of 
minor and trace elements, and electron microscopic studies of macera.. 
textures and their ultrafine pores. The results of these studies should 
contribute to a better understanding of the geologic evolution of coal 
and should provide a fi.~mer basis for evaluating the characteristics 
and properties of these complex materials for purposes of utilization. 

1.2 Identificationof Trace Metal Complexes in Coal # MY - 2 $i~0,000 

The chemical nature of the compounds in which trace metals are 
~resent in coal will be studied by means of radioactive tracers. The 
radioactive compounds will be prepared in situ by neutron irradiation. 
Tracer compounds, so prepared, will serve to identify the element and 
will permit the following the compound ~hrough purification steps 
leading to its purification and identification. The nature and prop- 
erties of metal organic com.Dounds in coal are of interest both to 
understanding their catalytic and/or catalyst poisoning activity in 
coal utilization processes. 
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2. CHE~4ISTRY OF COAL CONVERSION 

2.1 Heteroatom Removal From Coal by Catalytic Hvduogenolysis # MY - 2 $120,000 

In coal conversion processes involving catalytic hydrogenation, 
the con~non elements sulfur, nitrogen, and oxygen need to be effectively 
removed in order to obtain an optim~lly useful product. There is, at 
present, an inadequate knowledge of the rates and mcde~ of removal of 
these heteroatoms under various catalytic conditions. Phenols and furans, 
for example, often constitute a significant fraction of a coal lique- 
faction product. ~niline, pyridine, and other amines can also be 
present in relatively high concentrations in the liquid product. Cur- 
rent enviro~v, ental regulations require almost quantitative sulfur 
removal. The Duroose of this research program is to determine the 
faci!i~y with which selected sulfur-containing compounds, polycyclic 
phenols, and ~.nines can be catalytically reduced under co,,-~on coal 
liquefaction conditions. Data for the previously investigated sys:ems 
involving thiophene and benzothiophene would be used to calibrate the 
experimental apparatus and to progide a basis for correlation of data 
obtained with more co=plex compounds. The initial work would be con- 
ducted with cc~r, ercial Co/:!o catalysts; eventually, other catalysts 
such as Ni/lj and ZnO would be used. During the studies, the role of 
H2S and other compounds in conditioning catalysts will be dete-.~3tined. 
Data obt31ned in ~_his study will also permit a better quantification of 
the temporary poisoning of catalysts by gases such as H2S, H20, and 
NH 3. The eMperimental work would involve ~he use of a pulsed micro- 
reactor system combined with gas chromatography --mass sF~rometry for 
analysis of ~le reaction prc~ducts. " 

Capital Items Required: 

(I) Modification of existing gas chromatograph --mass spectrometer 
system. Includes purchase of recording equipment, retro- 
fitting electron multiplier, and modifying vacuum system. $14,000 

/ 
(2) Modification of vacun~u system to permit use of existing chemical 

iQnization source. $12,000 

2.2 Hydroc:gcking, Hvdro~en Addition, and Condensation Reactions in Coal 
Liuuefaction % MY - 2 $12C,000 

Zn an optimized coal liquefaction process, the formation of both 
light gases and very. high molecular weight compounds necessarily is 
Ininimized. Thus, the relative rates at which compounds formed under 
typical coal liquefaction processes are condensed to form heavier com- 
pounds or are hydrocracked to form lighter compounds must be known. 
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2.2 Hydrocrackin q, Hydrogen ... (Cont.) 

For example, naphthols iwhich are known liquefaction products) can be 
hydrocracked to benzene derivatives or condensed to compounds such as 
I,I' dinaphthyl and perylene, depending on the reaction conditions 
and the catalyst employed. In this investigation the relative effects 
of hydrocracking, hydrogen addition, and condensation ;eactions on 
coal liquefaction product coraposition and hydrogen consumption would 
be studied as a ~unction of several variables including contact time, 
temperature, hydrogen pressure, and ti~pe of catalyst. The experiments 
would be conducted using both coal and model organic compounds. Rad- 
ical scavengers such as quinones would be used to study the control of 
condensation reactions. The role of various catalys~s in promoting 
hydrocrackin~ or condensation reactions ".:ould also be investigated. The 
systems involved in these studies would be analyzed using spectrophoto- 
metric, mass spectrometric, ~, and chromatographic methods. 

Capital Items Required: 

(i) Fluidized Sand Bath Ctwo) $i,000 

~2) Transducer, Readout Instrt~ment~ Recorder $3,000 

{3) Temperature Controller and Recorder $ 600 

2.3 Thermodyn.amic Data for High Temperature Coal Processing # MY - 2 $120,000 

Extensive thermochemical data are available for low-molecular-weight 
organic compounds. These data are usefully applied to organic reactions 
at near-~.~bient temperatures for liquid phase reactions and at high tem- 
peratures for gas-phase reactions. However, thermochemical data for 
organic compounds in general and high-molecular-weight compounds in per- 
titular are not available at the temperatures 9f interest (300 to 600eC) 

coal liquefaction. A major objective of t_his progre~, therefore, is 
to compi'le enthalpy data for relevant compounds and to estimate free 
energies of formation utilizing the enthalpy data and calculated entro- 
pies. Particular atuention would be paid to the compounds known to be 
formed in high yield in coal liquefaction processes; e.g. polycyclic 
hydrocarbons, phenols, su!fur-cm~tain/_ng compounds, and amines. Some 
attenr_ion would be paid to ~qe thermodynamic character~za~zcn of coals. 
After m~_king an initial compilation ~nd critical analysis cf available 
high-temperature ~em~odynamic data, experiments would be conducted to 
establ!-h *-he validity of the estimated thermochemical data for selected 
compound~. 

Another objective for this program would be to develop thermodynamic 
data for catalyst systems. The initial effort would be a critical anal- 
ysis of the 9base relations among the molybdenum oxides and sulfides, 
including consideration of the thermodynamics of the Magneli phases and 
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2.3 T_hermodvnamic Data ... (Cont.) 

estimates of equilibrium constants for reactions such as 

= + H20. MoO 3 + H2S MoS x 

Other sulfide e cltilibria involving elements such as arsenic and titanium 
which are kno,,~ to cause poisoning of hydrocracking and hydrodesulfuri- 
zation catalysts wottld also be determined. 

Information developed in this prog~r~m would be used to compare the 
compositions of actual hydroliquefaction streams with ~ho=c expected under 
equilibrium conditions. 

Capital Items Required: 

(1) Combustion calorimeter, including data recording system. 

(2) Vapor deposition system for thez~-.odyn~mic studies with 
catalysts. 

$ 8,500 

$12,000 

2.4 _The Thermodvn~.~ics of Coal-Relate~ Hydrocarbon in Solutions at 
High Temperature ~ M'," - 2 $120,000 

In all the processes for converting coal to liquid or gaseous 
hydrocarbons, t-here is involved one or ~ore reacting liquid mixtu=es con- 
raining many degradation or hydrogenation products of coal. In order to 
predict the course of the reactions which occur in such mixtures, it is 
necessary not only to know or estimate the heats of formal-ion and entro- 
pies of the various hydrocarbons in their pure states? b~ also it is 
necessary to es t imate  their heats and excess entropies of .mixing in the 
.reacting solution. It has been possible to correlate wi~h some success 
the meandered excess t.~erm, odyn~mic quantities for miz.uures of relatively 
simple organic ccm~o~unds with such properties as their molar ~lume, 
polarity, and especially thei_ ~ cohesive energy density Relatively 
little is known, however, abouu t_~ r/~ermodvnam.'-cs of mixtures of ~.e 
higher molecular weight, polycyclic compounds which are produced by coal 
degradation or hydrogenation. 

We propose, therefore, to investigate the heats and e.ntroD~cs of 
mixing c f ~-~-lected high-melting ~olycyclic compounds with so!ven~s 
typical of those used in coal degradation and hydrogenation processes. 
The e .xperimental method employed initially would be the precision measure- 
ment o~ t.~.e solvent vapor pressure as a runt',ion of solution c~m~osit~on. 
This would be followed by isopiestic or perhaps os..~tio press-ure measure- 
ment5 depending on the nature of the systems to be studied. 
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2.4 The Thcznodynamics of ... (Cont.) 

The solutions produced in contract with coal in coal utilization 
processe~ have be~n found, after many years of investigation, to be 
very complex mixtures indeed, containing many different compounds, some 
highly polln~eric, some extensively associated, and others in n~merous 
isomeric fo_~n~.s. In the presently proposed study, we hope to approach 
the formidable problem of describing the thermodynamics of such mix- 
tures by beginning with carefully chosen pure substances, determinin~ 
how they behave in simple mixtures, as a function of their individual 
physical and 6nemical properties, and finally extending the resulting 
correlations to more complicated mixtures. 

2.5 Modelin~ of Rearrancements of Coal Precursors and Coal 
Licuefaction Produc~s # MY - 2 $120,000 

Substances containing the bicyclo[2.2.1]heptane skeleton are ~n 
important class of naturally occurring compounds found in pine pitch, 
tt~-pentine, coal tars, coal ambers, oil shales, fungal toxins, and in 
c~rtain insects. The skeleton is found in many terpenes. The organic 
and structural chemistry, groups of the Chemistry Division have coll~b- 
orated successfully to devise an algebraic :odel which, in connection 
with computer te~nniqu~s, has been used to solve specific rearrange- 
ment processes or pa~ways in bicyclo[2.2.1]heptane chemlstry. This 
mathematical system allowed ~he construction of graphs which serve as 
road n~ps for determining sequences of several different chemical re- 
arrangements %~nich the bicyclo[2.2.1]heptane skeleton is known to 
undergo. The graphing add com_muter techniques hav~ be~n applied 
directly ~ specific chemical problem~, and yielded important infor- 
mation abeut reaction pathways in every case selected. 

The chemistry of the fossil fuels involves an incredible number of 
"organic compounds, but many of them have been studied extensively by 
organidchemists and bioche_-uists. A fundamental aspect of organic geo- 
chemistry_, of fuel conversion operations, of coal liquefaction and 
subsequent processes concerns the network of reactions ~hich t~<es place. 
The number of different compounds and reactions is so large that a 
systematic approach requires the application of computer techniques. 

as a joint venture involving the organic chemistry and structural 
chemi~tTy gro~os of the Chemistry_ Division, we pro_Dose to underrate an 
extensi%e program in mathematical modeling of the major reacuion net- 
works invulved in organic geochemistry, i.e., in the biosynthesis and 
geosynthcsis of these natural products. The first objective is to 
mo~el the mechanisms for the formation and inter-conversion of the com- 
pounds produced from multiples of the five-carbon-atom isoprene ~nit, 
particularly r~mpounds such as the triterpenes and isoprenoid hydro- 
carbons. These compounds are common, basic constituents of plant 
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Modeling of Rearranaements ... (Con~.) 

materials from which coal and other fossil fuels were derived. The 
second objective is to apply T~.e s~me modeling techniques to fuel con- 
version and coal liquefaction processes. Our recen~ success in the 
related project menuioned earlier {first paragraph), and the success 
of the Corey-?:ipke project cn compu=er-assisted design of organic 
syntheses give us confidence ~hat there is a reasonable chance of suc- 
cess for our proposal. 

Associated wi~.h the foregoing mathematical modeling project is a 
study of the funda=ental hydrogenation orocesses which • e of to~ost . _r 

i~portance in ccal--enercv . r-'. .. -esea cn ~';e have already collaborated on 
a problem in which catalyuic h,zdrogenazion of an unsaturated organic 
compound has been studied by subsuituuing deu=eri'~n ~or hydrogen. 
Neutron diffracu:on techniques were used to de~e_.~.ne how much deuteri~. 
was in every substitutable position in the molecule with high precision 
t! 0.5%). 

2.6 Ft~nd~ental Hvdrocenation ~_nd Rearrancement Reactions Related 
to Coal Chemist_~-2 b- ~ne use of ;:uclear "--acnezic Kascnance 
Spectroscopy ~ MY - 2 $120,0~ 

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (.~_-~r) is now one of the .Tost 
reliable, p~,serful, au~d useful tec/-.niques for det°---m, ining the structures 
of organic molecules, end for locating isotopic subs~ituents in these 
z~olecules. Hoth hydrogen magnetic resonance ~--.d carbon-13 magnetic 
resonance are at present almost universally e_-ployed in organic chemical 
research. 

Since all forms of coal, oil, oil shale, coal ~bers, and the 
biosynthesized precursors of coal and oil are .~.~de up o ~ organic molecules, 
mm~r spectroscopy can be of ex~-re=e value ~un-/ of to~r.ost i.T._=o~ance -n 
solving problem5 which arise in research in-,olving these materials. ~':e 
therefore pro_~se the use of ~ur spectroscopy and the associated necessa-'~.P 
organic techniques ~o s~udy (i) a variety of hc.-..~.geneous and heterogeneous 
catalytic hydrogenation processes of importa.n=e in :he hydrogenatlon of 
coal; [2) several isc~erizat/on and molecular rearrangement reactions of 
the type which occur during subsequenz che=-ca! reactions of coal hydro- 
genation products; and (3) biosynthetic path-,'ays of im_Dor~ance in ~e 
production of coal precursors. 

Capital Funds : 

(i} *Fourier Transform 

(2) ** Radio Frequency Oscillators 

$70,000 

$16,000 
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3. ANALYTICAL CI~415TRY 

3.1 Chemical Characterization of Materials Used and Produced by 
Coal H.~[droqgna~ion Technology # MY - 2 $90,000 

The complete oualitative and quantitative analysis of materials as 
complex as those used and produced in coal hydrogenation technology 
(CHT) would be prohibitively ex_nensive in both ~ime and money. However 
knowledge of the constituents (both inorganic and organic) in these mate- 
ri~i3 is needed as a basis for much of the R/D that is planned for both 
the engineering and the enviro~mental/hea~th aspects of C!~. At O~.~L 
there exist extensive capabilities for both inorganic and organic 
analysis, within =he Analyuical Chemistry and Chemical Technology Divi- 
sions. Sam.nling expertise resides in the Industrial Hygiene Department. 
We pro_Dose to take advantage of these existing capabilities to ex~uine 
in considerable depth representative samples of input materials, process 
streams, and discharged materials from CH pilot plants of different 
typ. es. These s~mples "xould ~hen be subjected to multi-element trace 
analysis by spark-source mass spectrome~i, neutron activation analysis, 
x-ray fluorescence, and o~her me~hods as appropriate. The samples would 
also be sub3ected to a battery of organic analytical procedures that are 
now in use fo~" chemical characterization of tobacco smoke and smoke 
condensate. The most common health-hazardous compounds or classes of 
compounds would be determined in ~his examination. BoKh aqueous and non- 
aqueous samples would be ex~nined for noxious materials, primarily by 
gas and liquid chromatography, respectively. Structural identification 
of selected commonents will be made as appropriate. The initial product 
of this work would be a self-consistent set of data pertaining to both 
inorganic and organic constituents ~nd related to existing pilot plants. 
The data base would ~hen be augmented by additional analyse& for spe- 
cific ¢o~Dounds or classes of compounds as specific needs are identified 
by other R/D efforts in CHT. 

3.2 Deve!onment of Multi-Com=onent Analytical Technicues for 
Coal-Related ~:auerials MY - 2 $90,000 

The examination and ~nalysis of complex organic and aqueous-organic 
m/xturzs is central to many aspects of coal conversion research. Chrom- 
atographic techniques of various types are commonly used to separate, 
ide/~tif%, and determine constituents in such complex mixtures. By care- 
ful design and rigid control of e~perimental conditions, it is possible 
to devise procedures ~hat provide analytical information (tentative 
identities and relative amounts) of many (10 to i00 or more) compounds 
in a single exp. erimen~. Moreover, by judicious selection of ~mple prep- 
oration (class fractionation and/or fo-~raation of volatile derivatives) 
and chromatographic detection (e.g., sulfur- or nitrogen selective), it 
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3.2 De.yelooment of Multi-Co~.~onent t'" (Cont.) 

is possible to determine only compounds of a given class or those that 
contain a given element. We have explored the utility of these "chrom- 
atographic profiling" techniques with extremely complex organic mixtures 
deriving from tobacco smoke and smoke condensate, with good results. :~e 
pro_Dose to develop and apply the profiling aTvroach for coal-conversion 
studies. Initial effort will be placed on devising and optimizing sa~..ple 
preparation, chromatographic, and detection parameters, in toto, to pro- 
wide means for quickly examining co~!ex s~ples for specific tl~es of 
com_mounds related to coal-conversion technology.. Secondary at~entian 
will be given to fi_~m, identification b? spectral techn%ques of signifi- 
cant constituents within a given profile, e.q., those that vary with a 
given reaction of process parameter. ~hirdly, we propose ~o examine the 
combined use of ~hromatographic profiling and mathematical techniques 
for drawing correlations within multi-parameter systems. 

3.3 D~velopment cf So ecialized Analytical Instrumentation for 
Coal Hydrogenation ~esearch ~ MY - 1.5 $70,000 

Many studies related to coal =onversion technology are concer: ~.d 
_specificallj with sulfurous and nitrogenous compounds. Analytical 
Instrtunentation is needed that is specific for these compounds: has 
good resolving po:.-er, is sensitive, and applicable to a variety of sam- 
ple types. D~e propose to design, construct, evaluate, and implement 
the u~e of such instrtu-.Lents using initially the gas chromatograph in 
conjunction with element-selective detectors for sulfur and for nitrogen. 
The use of microwave emission spectrometry as a tunable (but s.DeciEic) 
detector for sulfur and/or nitrogen will then be developed. Thirdly, we 
• :ill study and attempt to develop GC detectors that are selective for 
other ts~pes of compounds that are i.nLDortant in coal conversion technology, 
.e.g., unsaturated compounds, aromatics, and oxygenated compounds. Such 
instl~ments, once developed should have wide utility for both research 
and engineering studies related to coal conversion ~.echnology. 
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4. SEPARATIONS SCIENCE 

4.1 Activated Carbon Studies MY - 2 $120,000 

Activated carbon seems to provide a unique focal point for energy 
research, and particularly for coal research. It is probably the 
cheagest, all-purpose adsorbent available. The residual chars from 
hydrogenation and liquefaction of coal probably are even cheaper source 
materials for activated carbon. Activated carbon can be applied to 
removal of all t.vpes of contaminants from solutions. This would in- 
clude the organic contaminants, including the possibly carcinogenic 
ones, produced in coal treatment. 

Activated carbon is apparently used in Europe in desulfurization 
of gases. For example, through inherent catalytic activity, it can 
remove H2S from gas streams and allow recovery of the sulfur. Because 
of this obvious application to serious pollution-control problems, some 
additional intensive work in this area is needed, including possible 
modification of the catalytic activity through modifications of the 

carbons. 

Finally it appears that the techniques used for preparing activated 
carbon from chars have more than a superficial resemblance to the water- 
gas reaction. We would hope that eventually a comprehensive program on 
the kinetic aspects of the reactions of chars with water, CO 2, and oxygen 
could be carried out in the hope of clarifying some of the problems re- 
lated to coal gasification and liquefaction. Since th~ chars and the 
activated carbons can also be made from current crops, as well as lig- 
hires and coal, it is hoped that such a progr~ might provide a bridge 
b~tween the currently divergent techniques of preparing, by chemical 
means, gaseous and liquid fuels from wastes and from coals. 

4.2 M ultIDhase Flow in Porous Bodies+ # MY - 1.5 $75,000 

An area of important long-range impact_ in fossil fuels development 
is multiphase flow in porous bodies. 

~..is porous body flow is visualized as involving a combination of 
hydrodynamics and surface chemistry_ of importance in studies as divergent 
as cat. + lysis and advanced oil recovery. Since a great deal of work has 
been done in this field: particularly by the oil industry, it will be 
necessary to carry_ out ~n extensive literature suz-Jey and discussions 
with industry in order to develop a properly focused program. For FY 
1975, sufficient funds are suggested to have one senior man work full 
time in this area. A modest experimental program involving one additional 
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4.2 MultiDhase Flow ... (Cont.) 

man could probably be initiated in the second half of FY lg75. Some 
effort along this line was projected in the 189 entitled "Filtration 
in Inorganic and Biological Systems" for FY 1976; this would be moved 
up ur~der this proposal. 

4.3 Engineerino sciences # MY - 1.5 S9C,O00 

A typical coal hydrogenation reactor has a large length-to-diameter 
ratio, a ccnfiguration which typically loads to gas-bubble coalescence 
and slugging of the bed. A study is proposed to examine dlsnersal of 
the gas ~%d coalescence of the gas b~bles in a three-phase bed as a 
fur,~-tion of li.~uid and gas velocity, !icuid viscosity, solid particle 
size and density, and :as introduction :echnique. This study should lead 
to a better understanding of the bahavior of such three-phase beds and 
optimization for the best contact of gas, liquid, and solid phases. 

Since gas-bubble coalescence is a recognized problem in the 
catalytic hydrogenation units, an effort will be made to develop a con- 
tact/ng unit which disperses the phases using fixed flow dividing 
elements. This should ensure optimal contact between ~he liquid, g~ &, 
and catalyst. The introduction of turbulent forces is also d~sirahie 
to increase mass transfer to and from the catalyst surface and may be 
beneficial in prese_~ving the catalyst activity by impeding the acc~u- 
lation of insoluble solids on the catalyst. 

A simple system such as irreversible sorption of a dye or radio- 
active tracer on the solid will be examined to datcrmine the effec~3 
of operational variables in ~ne three-phase system on .mass transfer. 

4.4 Biological Processin @ of Coal # MY - ~ $120,000 

Several microorganis.-~ are known to interact selectively with 
various constituents in coal or in the ash resulting from coal combus- 
tion. Such interaction could be ~e basis for removal of unwanted 
impurities as well as a means of recovery of valuable componen:s- In 
general such a 9recess would require size red~cticn and an aqueous 
slurry.. For exau~.ple, several species of bacteria including Thicbscillus 
thiooxi~ans and Thiobacillus ferrooxidans are known to oxidize ant 
solubilize coal pyrites l:ith the possibility of removal of u.D to S0% 
of the sulfur content of so~e types of coal. Other bioioqical systems 
are k:pwn to absorb, dissolve, or to cause precipitation of m~n 7 other 
elements including iron, manganese, and heavy metals, it is conceivable 
that a microorganism could be found or an existing species conld be 
altered to intnract with the primary carbon structure in a way that could 
produce useful liquid fuels. 
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4.4 Biolo@ical Proqessin~ ... (Cont.) 

~ . 
These biological techniques have not be stud~ed seriously in a 

process mode, and none has been carried out in continuous equipment. 
We propose to mount a process development el=oft in which economic 
process flowsheets can be developed and studied and the &ffects of 
various process parameters can be considered. At the same time, a 
small but important effort will be initiated to investigate new 
biological systems that may be directly usable in coal liquefaction. 
Results from this effort could also be applied to oil shale pro- 
cessing, especially for any of the biological systems ~h.at could be 
used to alter the shale structure. 

4.5 Filtration Research # MY - 2 $i00,000 

Filtration for colidE-!iquids separations occurs in several of the 
flow-sheets for coal izquefaction or other coal conversions, and might 
advantageously be utilized in many other plates, if cheap and reliable 
techniques were available. Catalyst life in the H-coal process, for 
example, ,nui~h~ be Drolonged by removal of solids from recycle product 
returned to -=he reactor. Phenolic contaminants .might also be removed 
from aqueou~ effluents. 

Projected filtration approaches are usually based on present 
commercially available configurations. Th9 s~parations involve cemp!ex 
system, s--oil from olays, ~etal oxides, and unreacted or partially 
reacted coal, for example -- ~nd chemical interactions profoundly affect 
peric.~.-aan~e. Better fundamental understanding of these should ma):e 
possible substantial improvements in flirtation efficiency. 

We propose to investigate model chemical syste~ closely akin to 
thos~ involved in coal processing. Factors affecting filtration of 
liql/ids c~ntaining single solids representative of those occuring in 
coal processing will be studied initially. These factors include re- 
lationship of particle size ~nd pore size distribution of the filtering 
media~,effe~ of surface interactions with other components, already 
present or added to facilitate filtration; and influence of hydrodynamics. 
The work carried out under ~he title "~:ult~hase ~low 9.n Porous Bodies" 
will be mutually supportive. We shall draw on experience with diffic%Llt- 
to-filter a~aeous solutions, such as sewage treated with coagulants. In 
particular, the use of m~vement of solution relative to the filtering 
inter'~ce to slow flux decline from thickening of filter cake will be 
i~vest~gated. On account of difficulty of p-~ping high-soiute-zontent 
slurrie2, it ap_mears better in many cases of interest here to move the 
filterin~ surface, rather than the solution, by spinning cylindrical 
filters (axial filtration), an approach which may be useful in practical 
application, as well as in research. - " 
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4.5 Filtration R~searuh (Cont.) 

Experiments with oil-solids systems will progress from studies of 
simple systems at room temperature with oils in the viscosity range 
encountered in processes to more com9licated mixtures at process tem- 
peratures. In decontamination of aqueous effluents, we shall try adding 
substances to adsorb impurities which are then filtered. This approach 
has proven promisinq for removal of toxic materials in other cases. Ne 
shall also be concerned with concentration of phenolic compounds to a 
level for introduction into anaerobic filters, deveio_~nent of which is 
outlined in another proposal of this set. 

4.6 Effluents from Coal Liquefaction # MY - 3 $150,000 

Coal liquefaction and ~asifica~io,: plants produce waste process water 
and water generated from the coal itself during processing. An aDalysis 
of process flowsheets snows that thes~ wastewaters may be expected to con- 
tain a large variet-j of organic carbon compounds together with sulfur and 
nitrogen compounds. The ~astewater produced during the solvent extraction 
phase of liquefaction, for example, may have in excess uf 5000 pgm of 
phenol, cresol, and their acids. Other aroma~ic compounds, simlla'- to 
those produced from coal tar, should be found in the wastewa:er. .~any of 
these compounds are known ~o be toxic to aquatic or~anisz~ at levels of a 
few ppm or less. Some compounds, in particular some coal tar derivatives, 
are known carcinogens. Others, such as phenols, deleteriously af£ect the 
quality of water supply sources at levels of one ppm ¢,r less. Before 
this wastewater is released into a receiving water,'it must be treated to 
remove all but one to ten ppm of dissolved organic ma~ter. 

Conventional wastewater treatment plants provide little nitrogen and 
sulfur removal. They are often unable to treat coal tar derivatives. A 
new device, called the anaerobic filter, is more readily controlled and 
.more adaptable to ~he treatment of wastewaters of varying quality and 
quantity. If provides denitrification for the rezoval of nutrient ni~ro- 
gen.compo%Lnds from the wastewa~er, it also produces carbon dioxide and 
methane from the deqradaticn of orqanic compounds. Preliminary tests 
indicate that aro=~tic compound concentrations as low as 1/2-gram per 
liter can be treated using this method. This represents almost a uen- 
fold increase in the range of current =euhods. 

We propose adaption and opt~-~.dzation of anaerobic filters for 
c~m~-.;.tions typical of aqueous coal liquefa:tion effluents. 
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5. CATALYSTS 

5.1 The Selection and ImDrovcment of Catalysis Related 
to Coal Conversion Prcces~ Dev~lonm~nt # ~IY - 1 $60,000 

The number of variables that must be explored in the development 
of a practical catalytic process is great enough that potenzial!y 
valuable ancillary, experiments are ofte~ omitted, if they must be done 
bypersons responsible for the process chemist~. ~Pe propose uo do 
research Dn typical coal conversion catalysts by selecting two or three 
simple reactions to be used for routine characterization of catalytic 
activity. For ~x~ple, hydrogen-deuterium exchange, hydrogenation, 
oxidation, carbon-carbon cracking, and ether such reactions would serve 
this pur>,ose. ~e wou!~ supple~r~ent the activity determinations by 
appropriate adsorption measurements, using vacuum microba!ance techniques 
and by measurements of the infrared spectra of adsorbed ~Dlecu!es- 
Poisoning studies and investigations of new materials expected to have 
catalytic ~roperties, be=ause of their surface electronic structures, 
also will be conducted. Infor~ztion from such research should help 
explain phenomena observed in the vary com.plex practical situation and 
might point the way toward improved catalysts. 

5.2 Solid State Aspects of Heterogene0usCatalysis ' 
Related to Coal Research # MY - 2 $120,000 

. . 

Unfortunate!M, a fundarental ~nderst~nding of the physics of 
heterogeneous catalysis does not exist. We propose a 2rogram of closely 
coordinated experimental and theoretical research to provide a better 
understanding of heterogeneous catalytic action through investigations 
aimed at correlating the surface geometry and electronic structure of 
known catalytic materials, as well as that of new r~teTials expectec to 
have ca£alytic activity. Specifically, we propose to ~,easure and com- 
pare soft x-ray and Auger spectra of such materials t3 determine simi- 
larities and differences between corresponding spe=tra from the 
conduction bands of th~se ma~eria!s in order to develop models which 
should guide the development of theories regarding catalysis. By means 
of io'~ energy electron diffraction studies, the role of surface geometry 
in catalytic processes will be established. Both spectr~! and diffrac- 
tion m~hods also will be used ~o study the mechanism of poisoning 
processes and the effects of tem_Derature cycling and environment on this 
problem -- especially ~e loss of activity. Finally, using data obtaine& 
from the above studies, we hope to develop new catalytic materials which 
are either better, cheaper, or less easily poisoned. 
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5.3 Mechanisms of Interaction Bet'~'een Coal and 5:olten 
Salt HTdrocrackinq Catal.{sts MY - 3 $180,0C0 

Liquid Lewis acid halides (such as ZnCl 2, AI2CI 6, SbBr 3 and various 
halide mixtures) are highly active and unusually selective hydrocracking 
catalysts that convert coal into clean liquid fuels with minimal hydro- 
gen cons~T.ption. Although they have been subjected to considerable 
engineering testing, the basic mechanisms by which these inorganic liquids 
interact with comnlex organic materials remains unclear. This project 
h-s as one objective a study of coal-catalyst dissolution or mixing 
mechanisms, which are believed to differ wi~h the type of liquid caualyst 
and may involve both true solution and organic-inorganic colloidal dis- 
persions. A second objective is a study of ~he species formed by the 
dissolution of coal-related organic co~pounds in liquid c~talysts. This 
study will utilize both nuclear magnetic resonance and optical spectro- 
scopic methods. These have already been tested on some selected systems 
and it appears possible to obtain quantitative da~a cn ion-molecule 
equilibria. At a later stage reaction rate~ will be measured, for 
example, by Pressure-j~mp and Temperature-j~p spectroscopic techniques. 
In all aspects of this study special attention will be given to the role 
of fundamental characteristics which distinguish the various known 
catalytic materials and appear =o be related to :he key property of 
selectivity. Amonq these characteristics are acidity (as measured by 
pX ) and aci~ "hardness." 

5.4 Molten Salts in Coal Utilization # MY 2 $120,C00 

ORNL has for some time been engaged in chemical and engineering 
studies of molten salts. Molten salts have been shown to be useful 
media and catalysts in several coal utilization pro=esses ranging from 
hydrocracking to gasification. We would like to focus our attention 
on the chemistry of nitrogen, sulfur and the ash-forming eler.ents in 
molten salt catalysts with the objective of developing processes by 
which ~hese ele=enus can be removed in order that th0 molten salt 
catalyst can be recycled. An alternative possibility might be the use 
of molten salts in rejuvenating heterogeneous catalysts used in coal 
utilization orocessas- Related areas of pos&ible research include 
materials for eontai~T.ent of molten salts, their corrosion reactions, 
and their decomposition reactions. 

5.5 Catalytic and Surface Studies # MY - 2 $120,000 

Heterogeneous catalytic reactions of practical i~,~ortan~e involve 
the gas-~olid interface, either directly or as an intermediate to the 
solid-liquid interface. A quanti=ative understanding of these reactions 
Is usually hampered by a lack of information concerning adsorbed species 
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5.5 Cataly%ic and Surface Studies (Cont.) 

(products, reactants, intermediates, and poisons) on the catalyst surface. 
This lack of info~--mation is particnalarly evident for the usual case of 
reaction at elevated temperatures such as those encountered in coal uti- 
lization processes. 

A great deal of valuable and basic information concerning su:h 
catalytic reactions could be obtained from research using the co~ined 
techniques of gravimetric adsorption and infrared spectroscopy. These 
two techniques, as used .in this laboratory, have proven capabilities 
over wide ranges of temperature (77 - 1000~K) and pressure. In addition 
to providing a direct measure of the adsorption on a catalyst surface, 
gravimetric adsorption studies can, in principle, provide data on, e.g., 
kinetics and displacement of adsorbed species from the catalyst surface. 
The experimental system is also capable of providing physical character- 
izatio:~ [such as specific surface area and porosity) cf catalysts. Changes 
in these physical parameters as a result of reaction can be an in, errant 
factor in catalysis. 

The infrared spectra of species adsorbed on solid surfaces can 
provide information concerning tlne structure and bonding involved in the 
adsor.Dtion process. Obviously, the spectra of the gas phase of a hetero- 
geneous reaction could also be monitored to provide data on, e.g., pro- 
duct distrlbution. It is conceptually possible to identify reaction 
intermediates by obtaining the spectra of trapped (in a low temperature 
inert matrix such as solid argon) s necies .that are ":hermally deso~bed 
from a catalyst surface. 

Catalytic research such as this can provide baslc'information 
related to ~he complex reactions involved in coal liquefaction. An 
obvious ex~mDle is the water-gas shift reaction used to provide 
hydrogen for nearly all proposed coal liquefaction processes. 
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6. ~L~TERIALS RESF-~RCH FOR COAL CONVERSION PROCESSES 

6.1 Solid Particle Erosion of Metals end Ceramics # MY - 2 $120,000 

There have been few basic studies cn the mechanisms of erosive ~:ear 
add resistance to it. ~'Te ~ropose to study this process in single and 
polycrystalline specimens of both ductile and brittle materials. Effects 
of crystal orientation, duplex structures (hard brittle surfaces on 
ductile substrates), and environmental effects will be examined. The 
combination of corrosion and erosicn ~ill receive special attention. 

6.2 Behavic ~ of Metals and Cer~.~ics in Coal Treatment 
STstem~ # MY 2 $120,000 

Many high temperature alloys are particularly susceptible to attack 
by sulfur compou~nds. The resistance of ceramic liners or coatings is 
less weil-characte=ized, we will ex&~ine the mechanisms of attach of 
the components of mixed gases and liquids involved in coal conversion 

schemes indiv~d~lly and collectively on both metals and suitable high 
temperature liners on coatings. 

6.3 ~ydro~en ~Tbrittlement # M% 2 $120,000 

In spite of much research, the fundamental mechanism of hydrogen 
embrittlement of high temperature alloys is not well ~nders~ood. A 
study of the interrelationships of sr/ucture, permeation, diffusion, 
trapping, and embrittlement is pro~sed. Typical high temperat"~e 
.alloys and hydrogen will be studied first. Later hydrocarbon gases 
and liquids in contact with metals will be studied. Finally, the 
effects of such products on a variety of ceramic liners and metal 
coatings will be defined. 

6.4 Failure Mechanis~s in .Reaction Vessels # MY - 2 $120,000 

This study is a logical adjunct to ~he heavy section steel technol~qy 
[HSST) program being conducted by O~NL for the Division of Reactor Safetj 
and Rose&rob. Techniques developed by that program will be applied to 
study failure modes in reaction vessels at high temperatures in corrosive 
environments. 
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6.5 Mass TransDort in Cer~=mics Z¢Y - 2 $120,000 

The insulating qualities and mechanical integrity of ionic materials 
often depend on the stability of the ceramic in a t~mperature gradient. 
The f~rst studies in this area are an extension of our investigations of 
mass transport in nuclear fuels in temperature gradients. Next the added 
co~pl~caticn of the enviror~ent will be studied. 

6.6 Deformation and Fracture of Ceramics ~" "e,000 # MY - 2 ~ v  

The success of most coal conversion processes depend heavily on the 
behavior ot ceramics as insulators and barriers to corrosive a~tack. 
Such m~teria!s are exposed ~o loads over long periods of time at elevated 
temperature and are subject to sudden temperature changes. Our suudies 
in the creed deformatian, ductility, fracture, and thermal shock resist- 
ance of nuclear fuels can be expanded to include ceramics of specific 
interest for coal conversion applications. The equipment and techniques 
have already been developed. Transmission electron microscopy, Aug=r 
spectroscopy, and x-ray diffraction will be used with thermodynamic 

analyses and property dete-~minations- 
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